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Background: Korean wave, the success and trendy in Korean modern culture that comes 

from the entertainment multimedia, including Korean movies, television 

series, music, T.V. program, etc. Apparently, this phenomenon proved the 

booming of Korean fever in international business environment including 

in Thailand. Moreover, this wave affected on many business sectors in 

Thailand and it can rise up the doubt that it is a bad thing for entrepreneurs 

in Thailand or not. 

Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to understand how entrepreneurs in Thailand 

recognize, discover, create, and exploit the opportunities to their 

businesses, in context of South Korean wave. 

Method:  Qualitative approach: Primary data semi- structured interview. 

   There are three respondents via e-mail and telephone interviews. 

   Secondary data: From internet and university database 

Conclusion: From the study, we found that the entrepreneurs always recognize, create, 

and discover new opportunities and then exploit at any point of time in a 

recursive manner. As a complement, the resource based view theory is an 

appropriate perspective to understand our study because we can link the 

theory to opportunity recognition, creation, discovery, and exploitation.  

Key word: Entrepreneurs, Opportunity creation, Opportunity recognition, 

Opportunities discovery, Opportunity exploitation, Opportunity 

innovation, Resources   
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

This chapter is about the background of our study, the Korean Wave phenomenon, the effect of 

this wave in Thailand, also emergence of opportunities for Thai entrepreneurs in context of 

Korean Wave. 

 

1.1 The South Korean
1
 Wave 

Referring to Gross domestic product (GDP) at purchasing power parity (PPP), South Korea is the 

fourth largest economies in Asia (Appendix A). Nowadays, this country is outstanding in world 

vision, more people know about Korean such as entertainment, culture, food, technology 

products as well as many famous Korean people; Ji-sung Park  as the football player in 

Manchester United, Michelle Sung Wie ( Golf player). 

The Korean Wave has known in another name as “Hallyu” is a word which was created by 

Chinese newspaper in 1990s (Choi, 2006). It means the success and trendy in Korean modern 

culture that comes from the entertainment multimedia, including Korean movies, television 

series, music, T.V. program, etc (Kositchotethana, 2006). In addition, favorite in Korean artists 

can make people want to use the Korean products as well as travel in Korea, which spread out 

into East Asia and South East Asia especially in Thailand (Choi, 2006). 

This is an incredible phenomenon which no one has ever thought that it will be popular in 

present day because recently, Japan has dominated in Asian pop culture (Dator & Seo, 2004).  

Though it is not easy for some countries to agree and accept some culture that differ from their 

home countries, Korea can achieve and become one of big success in this strategy (Ravina, 

2009). 

The causes behind this achievement of Korean wave are the development and support of cultural 

policy which was presented by Korean government. The government has set up ministry of 

culture, sports and tourism to be independent organization that supported fund and promote 

culture (Ministry of culture, sports and tourism republic of Korea, n.d.). Due to the fact that 

Japan has succeeded in cultural export, The Korean government set up a policy to maintain the 

original Korean culture and also protect Korean culture from eastern culture (Walsh, 2009). The 

South Korean government is an important part to develop and support Korean culture (The 

economist online, 2010). Their goals are, promoting the original culture and making Korean 

culture to be the globalization (Ministry of culture, sports and tourism republic of Korea , n.d.). 

Nowadays, the Korean entertainment industry and tourism are extended by Korean Wave (Dator 

& Seo, 2004). This is the advantage from the implement of culture policy that encourages 

                                                           
1
 The word “South Korean” in this paper, we also mean Korean. 
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Korean culture, and also supports Korean entertainment industry (The official website of The 

Republic of Korea, n.d.). 

The starting point of The Korean wave seems to be visible, after the big success of movie “Shiri” 

which was released in 1999. This movie became successful film in several countries such as 

Japan, Hong-Kong, Singapore and Taiwan (Palmer, 2002). Shiri beat previous record as Titanic 

in South Korean box office history, so this is the way that Korean learned to use movie as tool to 

promote their culture (Leong, 2001). 

The Korean movie industry became a leader in Asia, after a lot of movies had been popular in 

several countries (Duerden, 2004). Apparently, Korean movies can make foreign people know 

better Korean culture and would like to visit and travel in Korea as well as use the Korean 

products and be the fan of the Korean movies (Kositchotethana, 2006). The Korean government 

realized that films are one way to express the culture, life-style, belief and values of a particular 

country so they put a lot of effort in order to promote their country for South Korean film 

production project (Kositchotethana, 2006). 

The Key points are Korean movies and T.V. series express about Korean life, culture, food and 

beautiful place (Onishi, 2005).  Korean artists are another entertainment media which help 

Korean government export products in order to promote country and have benefit in term of 

economic system (Dator & Seo, 2004). Thus Artists or Boy band-Girl band group should have 

good-looking and have high ability in dancing, singing and performance skills because this is the 

reason that Korean pop stars can be the idol of many teenagers in Asia (Dator & Seo, 2004). 

 

1.2 The Korean Wave in Thailand 

Apparently, this phenomenon proved the booming of Korean fever international business 

environment including in Thailand. For elaborate more the example of Korean wave in Thailand, 

we would like to point out the reason behind this wave. Firstly, Korean girl band boy band; this 

is the obviously example of Korean Wave in Thailand. Artists from Korea, have uniqueness in 

music style we also called Korea-Pop (K-pop) (Wattanasukchai, 2010). Artists are good-looking 

and their style of dress is trendy. Thus; many Thai teenagers follow Korean fashion style.  

Korean artist‟s music videos have good performance of acting and showing the ability of dancing 

skill which is rarely seen in Thai artist so it is not easy to be a Korean pop star (Pravattiyagul, 

2009) . It is something new for Thai teenagers and consequently making Korea artists become 

very popular in Thailand (Thandee, n.d.). 

Another affect from the wave is, there are many Thai fans of Korean T.V. Series so there are 

many Korean series are offered in DVD shops in Thailand (Mangpong shop,n.d.). Most popular 

Korean series in Thailand was “Jewel of the palace” (Dae Jang Geum) in 2005 (Kositchotethana, 
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2006). Suitable for everybody in family to see this series and showing of traditional Korean 

culture seem to be the prominent point of this drama (Positioning Magazine, 2006). 

Game online is also an encouragement of Korean Wave in Thailand (Thandee, n.d.). The first 

Korean game online Ragnarok was opened server in Thailand and became very famous in short 

period .The Rahnarok game opened new chance of game player in form of role playing because 

they can communicate with other players as well as meet and take adventure together on sever. 

After hit of Ragnarok online, the other games online from Korean entered to Thai market such as 

Audition, and Maple story (Asiasoft Corporation ,n.d.). Even Western game online spread in 

Thailand, but it can‟t become success like Korean game online because Korean game online use 

3D graphic, real time system and high-quality background music (Positioning magazine, 2005). 

Due to the fact that Korean Wave is very successful in Thailand, some Thai companies suffer a 

loss from the Korean wave because the Korean products are more popular than Thai products. 

Most of Thai teenagers spend too much money to buy goods of star band such as, CD song, 

concert tickets, and poster etc (Thandee, n.d.). Thus, it seems that the Korean wave effect in 

many business sectors in Thailand and it can rise up the doubt that it is a bad thing for 

entrepreneurs in Thailand or not. 

 

1.3 The Korean Wave as entrepreneurial opportunity in Thailand 

Undoubtedly, the problem is, The Korean wave presents threat for entrepreneurs in Thailand 

because Thai enterprises cannot compete with the Korean fever. On the other hand, it also 

presents some opportunity for Thai entrepreneur. Some entrepreneurs in Thailand recognize the 

wave as opportunity and some have ability to understand things and then create the opportunity.  

Put it simply, we consider in the entrepreneurship view, we believe that opportunity exists at all 

times no matter how condition it was. 

Besides, an ability of entrepreneur for recognizing or creating and exploiting opportunities is also 

the engine of organization as well as a nation in order to make fast progress (Chiles, Bluedorn & 

Gupta, 2007). According to the trait approach, a good entrepreneur should have a vision and 

learn to make a great decision for dealing with any kinds of situation (Vogan, 2006). Moreover, 

the ability of seeking the international resources is considered as helping organization or nation 

for rapid growth. 

According to Korean food, movies, fashion and travel sectors transfer to Thai people „s lifestyle 

as we have seen from magazines, e-commerce in Thailand which generally sells the Korean 

products so some Thai designers are import or create clothes and decorations in Korean style in 

order to make money, and the feedback is very well, because Thai teenagers like this style very 

much, travel agent offering the Korea program tour, many Korean restaurants was built in 

Thailand and Korean languages are more popular, many language institution adding Korean in 
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their course (Wattanasukchai, 2010). Even the Korean product brands such as Samsung and LG 

in Thai market have benefit from Korean fever (Kositchotethana, 2006). 

It seems that Thailand extremely affected by this phenomenon so there are a lot of international 

entrepreneurs seeing /creating and exploiting the opportunities from Korean fever in Thailand. 

For example, the big firm as YAMAHA in Thailand hired Korean boy band as presenter for its 

product ( YAMAHA Thailand, n.d.) as well as Thai government has associated with Korean 

entertainment to promote Thailand tourism (Tourism Authority of Thailand,2009). 

 

1.4 Purpose of study & Research Question 

According to the booming of South Korean, the entrepreneurs in Thailand recognize this 

phenomenon as the opportunities in starting and doing international business in Thailand. 

As Sarason (2006) stated in structuration theory that “the creative act then is not just in the 

discovery but also in the evaluation and exploitation as resource acquisition of a new 

conceptualization” (p.287). The investors perceive Korean wave in Thailand as the new 

challenging to create/ expand their businesses. What more important is how entrepreneurs turn 

crisis into opportunity or view this phenomenon as opportunity and exploit the opportunity from 

this changing. 

Thus, we think that the potential of Korean wave in Thailand could bring something new to 

many business sectors which benefit to the entrepreneurship is the main agenda to describe the 

recognition and exploitation of opportunities in Thailand as a result of Korean wave 

phenomenon. We would like to understand the ways of opportunity recognition, creation, 

discovery, and exploitation of entrepreneurs toward this phenomenon which becomes big 

changes and challenges in Thailand business. This study is developed by the research question 

which is: 

In the context of South Korean wave, how do the entrepreneurs in Thailand recognize, create, 

discover and exploit the opportunity to their businesses? 

 

1.5 Limitation 

According to the South Korean Wave which is widely spread out over the world especially in 

Asia, many Asian countries are affected by Korean culture export which invades to peoples‟ 

perceptions. Consequently, it created the large profits to South Korean from promoting its 

country to expand of its culture and business whether in fashion, life styles, Korean products, and 

so on. We are interested in the study of how the entrepreneurs perceive and recognize this impact 

and transfer it as new opportunity to seek for the prosperity of their businesses.  
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The limitation of this study is that the study and data collection are focused only in Thailand 

business so it cannot be applied to other countries due to different factors and constraints. 

Moreover, the primary data we have obtained is not covered overall business in Thailand. It 

provided some point of views of how some entrepreneurs recognized, created, discovered, and 

exploited the opportunities to their businesses from Korean phenomenon in Thailand. 

 

1.6 The importance and contributions of the study 

With the consequences of technology, the integration and information flow from communication 

would be one of effective way to export the culture of South Korean. In the high competition in 

world market, South Korea creates Korean wave across border and it also gives the large profits 

back to Korea. Meanwhile, some investors perceive this phenomenon as the opportunity to create 

or expand the business internationally by using the impact of Korean wave in their countries. We 

perceive it as the good study to understand and be the example in practically business of 

entrepreneurs. 

This paper will contain the study of entrepreneurship and the opportunity creation and 

exploitation in Thailand regarding the recognition of the changing of market conditions towards 

entrepreneurs in Thailand. It benefits the entrepreneur and business students and general people 

who interesting in the wave and opportunity. As this topic of study is quite new, there are not 

many studies have been done yet. 

We hope this study will be interesting to the readers and can create further study of relevant 

topics in the future. 
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1.7 Thesis structure The paper will consist of five mainly parts which are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regarding the empirical finding and analysis part, there are three chapters follow case- by- case. 

In each chapter consists of empirical findings and analysis. 

Introduction

•The South Korean Wave

•The Korean Wave in Thailand

•The Korean Wave as entrepreneurial opportunity in Thailand

•Purpose of study and research question

•Limitation

•Importance and contributions of study

Theoretical 
frameworks

•Literature Review

•Conceptual Framework

Methods

•Research approach

•Data collection methods

•Validity and reliability

Empirical Findings 
&  Analysis

•Case 1:  I-DESIRE by Ms. Julalak Thaisilp – Clothes shop owner

•Case 2: Eyescontact  by Ms. Arpawee – Big eyes contacts lens

•Case 3: Cha-Da Hotel group by Mr. Noppawin Rodrin

Conclusion 

•Across  the cases

•Futher Recommendation
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CHAPTER 2: Theoretical Perspectives 

This chapter consists of theoretical perspectives and conceptual framework. The entrepreneur, 

entrepreneurship and opportunity recognition, creation, discovery, innovation, and exploitation 

are described the definition of opportunity and entrepreneurship. While Resource Based View is 

used to explain the opportunity more clearly. Then, conceptual framework is formed with the 

concepts of study and related theories. 

 

2.1 Entrepreneur 

When we were asked about the entrepreneur, some people would think about the owner of the 

business. Does it really mean to “entrepreneur”? What is the definition of entrepreneur? There 

are many perspectives regarding this question which Ely and Hess (1937) stated that 

entrepreneur is a person or a group who take responsibility together with the factors in 

production in order to create the operation in business and organization while the entrepreneur 

has to achieve the motivation, ability to control and training. Hornaday and Bunker (1970)  had 

the same definition with Hornaday and Aboud (1971) which defined the “successful of 

entrepreneur” is the person who started the business since the green field or started from nothing 

and running the business at least 5. Hornaday and Bunker (1970) said that the successful 

entrepreneurs should employ more than 15 employees working for the company while Hornaday 

and Aboud (1971) defined that it should be at least 8 employees in the organization. While there 

are many others perspective such as Hull, Bosley, and Udell (1980) gave the definition of 

entrepreneur as a person who manages, organizes, takes risk in order to get the profit, that person 

also has intention to expand its business by purchasing or acquiring the existing business. 

Lachman (1980) explained entrepreneur as the person who utilizes the factor production to 

generate the first brand in the business. Says (1816) described entrepreneur as the agents who 

unites and finds value of productions, re budget for all costs such as the rent and interest, wages, 

as well as the profit to the investors. Another definition is from Wainer and Rubin (1969) who 

agreed with McClelland (1961) that entrepreneur is a man who organizes and/or increases the 

capacity of production. With the review on definition of entrepreneur from many perspectives 

which vary focuses on the different values such as production, profit, growth or expansion of 

business, or even the first mover in the industry, we could criticize the entrepreneur in our own 

perspective as  

“a person or a group who take advantage of knowledge and resources, put intention to create 

new things, try to achieve its capability on production and management by means of growth 

and/or expansion its organization.” 
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2.1.1 Entrepreneurship 

According to the Collaborative international Dictionary of English v.0.48, entrepreneurship 

means the activity of organizing, managing, and assuming the risks of business enterprise. 

Seeing that, it focuses on process and activities which occur in organization. As Gartner (1988) 

defined entrepreneurship in term of creation of organization. To clarify the basic need for being 

an entrepreneur the creation of organization is the most essential. 

There are two approaches referring to Gartner viewpoint toward entrepreneurship, first one is 

trait approach which explained about the characteristic of entrepreneur. There are some scholars 

explained the entrepreneurs in term of characteristic which they need to have. In Particular, on 

Knight‟s view which based on risk and uncertainty circumstance so entrepreneur should be the 

risk taker (Brouwer, 2002).  Shane (as cited in Davidsson & Wicklund, 2009) persistently put 

emphasis on entrepreneurship requires human agency so without doubt that most of his 

researches also studied on the characteristics of entrepreneurs.  However, if human is the agency 

in entrepreneurship, the activities of organization will be supported by the entrepreneur. 

And another one is behavioral approaches which are seen as “a set of activities involved in 

organization creation” (Gartner, 1988, p.47). Now that entrepreneurship means in form of 

activities in business, it seems that behavioral approach go well with understand 

entrepreneurship rather than trait approach. Behavioral approach described that 

“Entrepreneurship ends when the creation stage of the organization ends” (Gartner, 1988, p.62). 

In other word, organization related to the entrepreneurship. The series of actions which are taken 

in organization can be the significant part of being an entrepreneur. 

Schumpeter also explained his entrepreneurship theory on “creative destruction” (Chiles, 

Bluedorn, & Gupta, 2007). Because when creating something new and better than it was, it will 

be destruct the previous one. Over the past 20 years, “the existing theories of entrepreneurship 

have sought to explain entrepreneurship as a function of types of people engaged in 

entrepreneurial activities and accordingly, have largely overlooked the role of opportunities” 

(Eckhardt & Shane, 2003, p.335). Seeing that, for entrepreneurship, it would be appropriate if we 

focus on organization rather than the individual. 

 

2.1.2 International Entrepreneurship  

International Entrepreneurship (IE) is an intersection of knowledge in the area of International 

Business (IB) and Entrepreneurship. Research in International business has area mainly 

mentioned about Multi-National Companies (MNCs) which usually are large and long-time well 

established. Whereas, entrepreneurship has mainly been studied venture creation of small and 

medium-sized businesses in the range of domestic surrounding. 
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Later on, international competitive advantages have been becoming a topic of interest which 

many would like to gain through entrepreneurial innovation (Simon, 1996; McDougal and 

Oviatt, 2000). Therefore, the border line between international business and entrepreneurship has 

recently been more and more blurring. 

There are many reasons explaining why this phenomenal happens. For instance, 1) many 

national governments are putting huge efforts to improve people living standard through the 

innovation and adoption of new technologies in a regional-integrated entrepreneurial manner; i.e. 

the industrial districts of Northern Italy and Silicon Valley (Dunning, 1993; McDougal and 

Oviatt, 2000), 2) the lowered degree of protectionism trade regulations and policies, 3) The 

improvement of technologies used in communication and transportation. 

Finally, we reached the most well-defined definition of international entrepreneurship; “a 

combination of innovative, proactive, and risk-taking behavior that crosses national borders and 

is intended to create value in organizations” (McDougal and Oviatt, 2000, p.903). 

 

2.2 Opportunity and entrepreneurship 

In the scholar field, opportunities are engaged for studying entrepreneurship (Shane & 

Venkataraman, 2000). The core of entrepreneurial process is opportunity (Ray, 2009). Likewise, 

opportunities cannot be separated from process of entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurial process is 

the main key with a view to creating the entrepreneurs (Sarason, 2006).  Since opportunity can 

create entrepreneur, it can also give chances for creating new business activities for entrepreneur. 

Thus we would like to present opportunity of entrepreneurship in term of entrepreneurial 

opportunity. Casson (1982) and Shane and Venkataraman (2000) (as cited in Eckhardt & Shane, 

2003, p.336) define “ entrepreneurial opportunity as situations in which new goods, services, raw 

materials and organizing methods can be introduces through the formation of new means, ends, 

or means-ends relationship”. Thus, the crucial part of entrepreneurial opportunity is the process 

of recognizing, creating, discovering and exploiting opportunity. Moreover, the opportunity 

innovation is chosen to define the sources of opportunity for entrepreneurs.  

  

2.2.1 Opportunity recognition 

Opportunity recognition plays an important role of entrepreneurial process (Butler, 2004, p.47). 

Recognition of opportunity identifies the new ideas of new products, markets which have not 

been exploited. Herron and Sapienza (1992, p.51) stated that “opportunity recognition is the 

identification of unfulfilled desires of the market place and creation of ideas for services or 

products that meet needs at acceptable prices.” While Butler (2004, p. 50) developed the idea to 

“An opportunity implies something that has not existed or been available before, that can yield 
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economic gains and whose exploitation and development would be consistent with legal and/or 

moral standards of the society in which it occurs.” The cognition of opportunity is emerging 

from the changing conditions such as technology and knowledge, economic, social, demographic 

conditions. The person‟s experiences and learning also have influences on the opportunity 

recognition (Matlin & Foley, 1997) For instance; a new single product from different people may 

result in different perspectives such as production manager may think about what kind of 

materials would be used and how to produce this product. While marketing manager may think 

about how to launch this product and be popular in the market. 

 

2.2.2 Opportunity creation 

In Schumpeterian view, opportunity can be created in the innovative method as new combination 

(Shumpeter, 1934). This combination consists of products, production techniques, markets, 

supply sources, or organizational form which influences the base of companies (Chiles et al., 

2007).  Schumpeter argues that the recombination was caused by changing of technology, 

political factors, law and regulation, economic factors, and social fad because they can create 

new information in order to recombine resources (Shumpeter, 1934). 

 

In the same way, Lachmann(1986) focused on studying the creation of opportunities through 

human imagination as well as the exploitation of opportunities by combination and 

recombination and imagination is also importance in order to let people think outside the box 

(Chiles et al., 2007). Lachmann cited that entrepreneurs should have knowledge and expectations 

for their planning. Since the expectation hardly knows and future is difficult to predict, creative 

imagination is necessary for entrepreneur (Chiles et al., 2007). Furthermore, past experiences and 

knowledge are concerned as one helping tool for creating imagination. 

 

2.2.3 Opportunity discovery 

Besides, the assumption of Kirzner (1973) which argued that opportunities cannot be created by 

entrepreneur but they already existed and need only to be discovered (Chiles et al., 2007). In 

Kirznerian view, discovering opportunities needs only access to existing information regardless 

of changing in technology or macro-economic (Kirzner, 1973). While the structuration theory 

explain that in discovery process the interpretation, recognition and communication are 

important which correspond to shared knowledge and discover entrepreneurial opportunities 

(Sarason, Dean & Dillard, 2006). However, opportunities are not only discovered but also 

created by entrepreneurial interpretation (Sarason et al., 2006). Thus in our view, opportunities 

can be discovered as well as created depend on the perspective and situations that entrepreneur 

have to confront including with an entrepreneurial attitude. 
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2.2.4 Opportunity exploitation 

“The exploitation of opportunities is concerned with acquiring and employing resources” 

(Sarason et. al , 2006, p.299). Resources referred to material and human which correspond to the 

main activity in the period of exploitation (Sarason et al, 2006). Controlling resources is also 

concerned in this exploitation phase. According to Lachmann‟ s view, “ focused on the 

exploitation of opportunities through continuous resource combination and recombination” 

(Chiles et al., 2007,p.486). Therefore resources are significant tool for entrepreneurial process. 

In our view, the exploitation of opportunity depends on the situation of each entrepreneur toward 

the creation and recognition of opportunity and entrepreneurs will find the way for exploiting 

their opportunities. It will have more clearly explanation after our empirical finding and analysis 

because we think that the activities in each organization can be more clarify in real activities. 

 

For comparing three views of opportunities and helping us to analyze the cases, we provide the 

table below regarding the theory above. 

 

Table 1: Three views of opportunities 

View Recognition Discovery Creation 

Definition in 

Oxford 

dictionary 

“Admit that something 

exists or true” 

(Bull,2008, p. 367) 

“Act of finding something 

or learning something that 

was unknown before” 

(Bull,2008, p. 127) 

“Act of making something 

new” (Bull,2008, p. 103) 

Opportunity 

 

Cognition of 

opportunities (Matlin 

& Foley, 1997), no 

need to take any action 

in order to find it  

Discovering opportunities 

needs only access to 

existing information 

(Kirzner, 1973). 

Creation of opportunities 

through human 

imagination (Chiles et al., 

2007). 

Assumptions 

about 

information 

Complete information 
Complete information but 

need to be discovered 
Only partial information.  
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 2.2.5 Opportunity innovation 

“Creativity on its own is not necessarily entrepreneurial. It is only entrepreneurial if it is applied 

to the process of innovation” (Burns, 2005, p. 278). Schumpeterian approach also stated that 

opportunities are innovation as new combination of resources; consequently, innovation is the 

necessary element of opportunities (Shane, 2003). Innovation can be practiced through the 

analysis of change in environment and change also grants the opportunity for innovation and 

creativity in economic return (Drucker, 1985). 

Drucker (2007) illustrated that there are seven sources of opportunity for organizations creating 

innovation. First four areas can be found within a company or industry. They are: the unexpected 

occurrences, incongruities, process needs and industry and market changes respectively (Burns, 

2005). 

 Unexpected occurrences – unexpected successes or failures are the sources of innovation 

opportunities. Due to the fact that future is unknowable, new opportunity can be found in 

changing environment (Burns, 2005; Drucker, 2007). 

 Incongruities – Innovation opportunities may arise between the expectations and what 

actually happens. Put simply, when the plan goes wrong and unexpected result create 

opportunities therefore an incongruity exists (Burns, 2005; Drucker, 2007). 

 Process needs – Along with improving and changing of firms, the process especially 

important if the product competing on price (Burns, 2005; Drucker, 2007). 

 Industry and market changes – this changes caused by technology, regulation, or other 

external factors can create opportunities for firm such as first- mover advantage (Burns, 

2005; Drucker, 2007). 

 

The other three sources of opportunity exist outside a firm in its social and intellectual 

environment (Drucker, 2007). They are: 

 Demographic changes – population changed due to the burst of baby boom period, wars, 

medical improvements and etc. The change in numbers of people results in age 

distribution, education, occupations and geographic location which crate the innovation 

opportunities (Burns, 2005; Drucker, 2007). 

 Change in perception, mood and meaning – people perceive same thing in many different 

views such as culture, fashion and etc. A good example of this is focus group or in-depth 

interviews (Burns, 2005; Drucker, 2007). 

 New knowledge - either scientific or non-science can create innovations which new 

knowledge need to differ from others. Perhaps it is difficult thing but knowledge based 

innovation can be managed (Burns, 2005; Drucker, 2007). 
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Gartner (2007, p.72) stated that “success requires careful analysis of the various kinds of 

knowledge needed to make an innovation possible”. Drucker cited innovations emerge from 

systematic analysis of regular and unexpected success or failures (Burns, 2005). With the aim of 

making innovation more effective, entrepreneur should learn from internal to external influences. 

 

2.3 Resource based view 

“The resource based view (RBV) has played an important role behind the emergence of 

international entrepreneurship by solving a key puzzle” (Peng, 2001, p.815). Moreover, in 

exploitation of opportunity involved the acquiring and employ having resources. The RBV also 

provided the organization with a competitive advantage in international market (Liesch & 

Knight, 1999). Resource based theory
2
 (RBT) helps firm to understanding entrepreneurial 

actions, creation and combining of resources which create new unique resources that firm can 

out match the rivals. Seeing that, different entrepreneurs have different perspective about value 

of resources when resources are changed from inputs to outputs, these can also create 

entrepreneurial opportunities (Schumpeter, 1934; Kirzer, 1979; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000).  

Entrepreneurs have ability of finding firm specific resources and the opportunities to exploit 

these resources which make different way of heterogeneous outputs (Alvarez & Busenitz, 2001). 

Accordingly, we consider that RBV is crucial issue of encouragement the organization‟s 

activities for entrepreneurship along with recognition and exploitation of opportunities. Alvarez 

and Busenitz (2001) argue that the RBV can theoretically inform and extend current research on 

entrepreneurship. They suggest that it is through the entrepreneurial process of cognition, 

discovery, understanding opportunities, and coordinated knowledge that inputs convert to 

various outputs. They attach particular importance to the implications of new changes for 

specific discoveries. 

Sustained competitive advantage obtains from the resources and capabilities a firm controls that 

are valuable, rare, costly to imitate, and non substitutable. These resources and capabilities are 

both of tangible and intangible assets, including unique skills and knowledge of firm‟s 

employees, its organizational processes and routines, and the information and knowledge it 

controls (Barney, Wright & Ketchen, 2001). The capabilities of firm means an ability of 

companies to assemble and coordinate their available resources in ways that lead to lower costs 

or differentiated output. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2
 Resource based theory (RBT) is the same issue of Resource base view (RBV). 
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The key criteria of firm‟s resources and capabilities are described in more detail below: 

 Valuable – Resources and capabilities are valuable when they allow a firm to take 

advantage of exploiting opportunities or neutralize threats in external environment 

(Barney, 1991). 

 Rare – Resources and capabilities are rare when possessed by few, if any, current and 

potential competitors (Barney, 1991). 

 Costly to imitate (Imperfect Imitable) – Resources and capabilities are costly to imitate 

when other firms either cannot obtain them or are at cost disadvantage in obtaining them 

(Barney, 1991). 

 Non-substitutable - Resources and capabilities are non substitutable when they have no 

structural equivalents (Barney, 1991). 
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2.4 Conceptual Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual framework 

This conceptual framework first illustrates that Korean wave in Thailand can be recognized as 

entrepreneurial opportunities. In the same way, opportunities recognition can appear from the 

Korean wave while some Thai entrepreneurs can create their opportunities from this Wave so it 

is showed in two ways of arrows. Then, the entrepreneurs are able to discover opportunities 

which have already existed in business environment. The recognition, creation, discovery of 

opportunity is the way that entrepreneur find opportunities depending on their perspective with 

regard to applying opportunity innovation as a process or sources to identify the opportunity 

which entrepreneurs have found. Then, the entrepreneurs acquire and employ resources as 

exploiting opportunities. The RBV places in two positions because RBV also provides 

heterogeneous outputs of entrepreneurship such as knowledge and unique skill of the 

entrepreneurs   in Thailand which incite emergence of opportunities as well as exploiting them 

toward the Korean wave phenomenon. 
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CHAPTER3:  Methods 

This chapter is about research method and data collection of our paper. We chose qualitative 

method as data collection of primary information by interviewing the selected respondents. 

Telephone and e-mail interview were selected. Secondary data was derived from journals and 

materials in internet. Gathered information was coded before using in empirical findings and 

analysis part. We also discussed on validity and reliability in this chapter. 

 

3.1 Research Approaches 

In order to do research, the research approach can be separated to quantitative approach and 

qualitative approach. Quantitative approach is used to obtain primary data which is reliable and 

accurate numerical or statistical data; on the research of how many, how often, how much. The 

most common form of quantitative method is surveys which can be measured by instruments or 

statistical option.   (Wong Toon Quee, 1999, p.110)  

Qualitative approach is used when researchers would like to understand a specific topic or 

perspective from respondents. The derived data represent thoughts, views, and feeling, which are 

based on experience and how a respondent makes sense of the world. Thus, qualitative research 

help us better understand the complexity of particular situation. Even the qualitative approach 

use small sample size, the derived data is not less important that the quantitative approach 

because of different objectives. The common forms for qualitative method are focus group, 

particular observation, and dept interview. (Wong Toon Quee, 1999) 

Regarding our study, we would like to understand how entrepreneurs in Thailand recognize, 

create, discover, and exploit the opportunities to their business, and then apply to the theories of 

opportunity which are recognition, creation, discovery, and exploitation in association with the 

theory of resource based view. Therefore, the qualitative approach is an appropriate method to 

collect the data regarding this research. 

 

3.2 Data Collection Methods 

There are two types of the data collection which are primary data and secondary data. The 

selection of each type of data use depends on the specific advantages and disadvantages of each 

data type. 
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3.2.1 Primary data 

 

Primary data conduces to immediate using of data for particular purpose regarding specific area. 

The reason that primary data is needed can be that it is more up-to-date, straight to the point, and 

accurate. In addition, when specific data is needed, sometimes it is not available in the form of 

secondary data. (Wong Toon Quee, 1999) 

Primary data can be collected through interview, observation, questionnaires, and focus group.  

Interview is more personal approach than questionnaires. The interviewee can see the expression 

directly from the respondent and can ask deeply, widely, or participate in the interview. In 

contrast, the questionnaires or survey cannot go in-depth detail around the topic.  

Table 2:  Unstructured and structured approaches to the main research schedule 

 

Source:   Fisher (2007, p. 159) 

There are three types of interview; 1) Open, 2) Semi-structured, and 3) pre-coded. Firstly, 1) 

open interview is suitable when the researcher would like to get new ideas and have no idea of 

what kind of answers he will get from interview respondents. Secondly, 2) semi-structured 

interview is appropriate when the researcher would like to quantify research material, and 

compare opinions and experiences of diverse people. Thirdly, 3) structured interview is 

employed when the researcher would like control the answer in his frame of reference, thus, 

interview respondents are given alternatives to choose. (Fisher, 2007)   

Specifically, interviews can be conducted in many channels; e.g. 1) telephone, 2) e-mail. Firstly, 

1) Telephone interview can be used when you can get access to people by phone who do not 

have time for an interview (Fisher, 2007). Moreover, it is efficient way to get information from a 

great number of respondents because it consumes short time and less transportation cost. Still, 

Exporatory research Survey research

Unstructured Structured

Interviews In- depth and open critical incidents
Interviewer keeps to a script 

and there are answer options

Panels Focus groups Delphi Technique

Questionnaire Lots of white space on the page Tick boxes

Observation Keeping a research diary
Checklists and 

categories

Completing an observation 

schedule

Activity sampling

Documentary Rhetorical analysis Statistical analysis of themes

<--------------->
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there are some qualities of face-to-face interview. Nonetheless, telephone interview needs be 

short, and it is not proper to ask complicated questions or questions which have long answers. 

Secondly, 2) e-mail interview can be conducted when respondents are reluctant to accept a face-

to-face interview, or the researcher is in a distance from respondents, and this does not require 

any personal contact. In addition, it is time and money saving, so respondents are more will to 

accept an interview. However, response may be too not straight-to-the-point or blurred, so the 

answers are too difficult to accurately be interpreted. Besides, the email can be easily ignored. 

(Graham, 2005) 

Next, steps of conducting an interview ranges from preparing questions to interpreting derived 

information. From the beginning, a researcher roughly generates and sorts interview questions, 

then, prioritizes questions, after that, select method for analysis. Afterward, the researcher need 

to decide which question should be open-ended or close-ended, then, sort the questions in logical 

sequence, and check the relevance of the questions regarding the thesis topic. (Fisher, 2007) 

Clearly, interview is appropriate when we would like to understand in specific phenomenon or 

situation (Fisher, 2007). As a complement, D. Valenzuela (2002) cited that interview was useful 

to get the story or experiences of the respondents and the interviewer could get in-depth 

information on the particular topic (McNamara, 1999). 

To start with, we chose interview in order to gather primary data because it is consistent with our 

research purpose. To understand how entrepreneurs in Thailand recognize, create, discover, and 

exploit in their business basing on their opinion needs the answers from interview respondents 

which should be detailed and in-depth. Due to the fact that interaction between a researcher and 

an interview respondent is the best way to interpret the respondents‟ expressions during the 

interview, interview is the most appropriate tool for this paper. Moreover, semi-structured 

interview was employed according to the fact that we would like to compare the opinions and 

experiences of diverse people. 

In the thesis, we chose three respondents from different businesses to study a wide perspective 

on entrepreneurs in Thailand. We firstly contacted them by telephone and asked if they could 

give us information regarding their business. According to the conveniences of the respondents 

together with far distance from selected respondents, the interviews were conducted either 

through e-mail or telephone. Therefore, we decided to have e-mail interview and telephone 

interview as following; 

Telephone interview 

 

 Ms. Arpawee sells fashionable contact lens called “Big eyes” through her own website: 

http://www.eyescontact.com which is premier contact lens imported directly from South 

Korea. This is another sample for the interview. Her opinion and her idea to catch up 

opportunity with fashion from Korea in Thailand is interesting. She is an e-commerce 

http://www.eyescontact.com/
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merchandiser, so she can show how she seek and manage the resources from this trend 

and fashion. 

 

Our aim on this study is that we would like to understand how this entrepreneur 

perceived the Korean Wave and tried to recognize, discover, and create the opportunity in 

order to exploitation of opportunity by selling big eyes contact lens through internet.  

 

 Mr. Noppawin, who owns hotels in Thailand, has utilized Korean phenomenon in 

Thailand as his benefit to attract Korean people to visit Thailand as there are cooperation 

between Thailand and South Korea in entertainment and media business.  He has seized 

the opportunity of Korean fever which turns out to be a big advantage. When a young 

Thai star was selected to be in a popular boy band in Korea which creates the perception 

of Thailand toward Korean people conversely. He looked forward to the opportunity to 

attract Korean people to visit and travel to Thailand, the mother land of the famous artist 

as well as Thai people go visit Korea for the same reason.  

As the outbound travelling had affected Thailand tourism industry, we would like to 

understand how this entrepreneur recognized and turned the Korean Wave to profit his 

business.  

E-mail interview 

 

 Ms. Julalak is a 22 year- old Thai entrepreneur who took opportunity of the booming of 

Korean trend in Thailand to open a small shop and create her own brand (I-DESIRE) in 

Thailand market in order to target the people who love and would like to catch up Korean 

fashion which is now vary impact to Thailand fashion and business. 

 

According to the Korean wave had influenced in Thailand fashion, we would like to 

understand how this entrepreneurs recognized the opportunity and adapted her knowledge 

to discover, create, and exploit the opportunity in her business. 

 

We decided to have three interviews for each person because we would like to get more 

information or we may have additional questions after the first interview. All interviews were 

conducted in Thai language. After that, we will use backward method to translate the answers to 

English.  

The information of data method and collection are provided in the table below; 
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Table 3: The information of data collection methods 

 

 

3.2.2 Secondary data 

 

“Secondary data refers to existing information which has previously been collected and reported 

by some individuals or organizations” (Wong Toon Quee, 1999, p.97) which may not be 

consistent with the researcher‟s topic. In contrast, the advantages of secondary data are that it can 

be derived fast and cheaply. In addition, it normally is less biased, and it provides information 

which the researcher cannot access. (Wong Toon Quee, 1999) 

The secondary data obtained from other sources and is possible to reuse in other papers which 

varies in aspects and purposes. The secondary data may be derived from databases, journals, 

books, and internet. (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2002) 

 

We mostly searched for desired secondary data from internet combining with other previous 

studies and particular topic regarding Korean phenomenon and business growth in Thailand from 

university database; Malardalen University‟s ebrary, and ELIN. The main information is about 

the effect of Korean wave toward entertainment business in Thailand via media. We had tried to 

get information about the overall situation toward Korean wave in Thailand. Moreover, we 

collected the data from the businesses which had been influenced by Korean Wave in Thailand, 

such as fashion and cosmetics, so we could understand the perception of entrepreneurs in 

recognizing opportunities and exploiting them.  

 

 

 

No. Name Occupation 
method of 

interview 

1
st
 

interview 

2
nd 

 

interview 

3
rd

 

interview 

1 Ms. Julaluk  Apparel shop owner e-mail 
25-Apr-

2010 

28-Apr-

2010 

4-May- 

2010 

2 Ms. Arpawee 

e-commerce (selling 

contact lens through 

website) 

telephone 
27-Apr-

2010 

5-May-

2010 

10-May-

2010 

3 Mr. Noppawin Hotel owner in Thailand telephone 
26-Apr-

2010 

30-Apr-

2010 

11-May-

2010 
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3.3 Validity and Reliability 
 

In order to obtain quality of research and study, we should never disregard the validity and 

reliability. “Reliability is the extent to which a measurement procedure yields the same answer 

however and whenever it is carried out; validity is the degree to which the finding is interpreted 

in a correct way”.  (Kirk & Miller, 1986,  p. 19-20) In our research, we conducted the interviews 

in Thai language and translated into English. We obtained proper and correct translation by 

letting the respondents rechecked the meaning. This helped us get along with the correct 

meaning from the respondents. Therefore, the summary and analysis being coded in proper way 

without or less errors and misunderstanding as the interview is qualitative approach so we have 

to concern the correct translation of meaning and purpose of the study.  

Another important thing is the bias or different perspectives between respondents and 

interviewers so we derived the most valid and reliable information. We relied on the information 

we got from the respondents as pure data rather than putting our opinion to the data we obtained.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Case 1: I-DESIRE by Ms. Julalak Thaisilp – Clothes shop industry 

Ms. Julalak Thaisilp is a young Thai entrepreneur who creates fashion clothes branded “I-

DESIRE” which is sold mainly in Bangkok metropolitan. The interview is about the inspiration 

and her path to operate a business in fashion industry in Thailand. The chapter is divided into 

empirical finding and analysis part. 

 

4.1 Empirical finding 

The 22 year-old entrepreneur, who owns her clothes shop in Thailand, found her own way to 

open a shop when she realized that she likes fashion and she has worked as a part-time modeling 

in Thailand. With her experiences in fashion industry and market trend in that moment, she 

perceived Korean wave as a new trend which has influenced on Thai people perception through 

Korean series, music, and advertisement.  

As being more and more influenced by Korean trend, many products in Thailand are now being 

represented by Korean pop stars as official brand presenters. Since Super Junior is very popular 

among young Thai teenagers, Thai Yamaha Motor introduced them as new presenters of 

motorcycle named Fino in “Fino Fever Fest” events. There were four versions of TV 

advertisement of them and one of [four, Super Junior need to work with Thai superstar duo (Golf 

and Mike). Thai Yamaha would like to show the image of Fino through Korean boy band and 

attract Thai fan of this band joining in this event (Thai Yamaha Motor, n.d.)  

Regarding Thai entertainment, Kamikaze project is the record company of RS Public Company 

Limited network (RS, 2010), Kamikaze obviously shows the mix of Thai and Korean style 

music. In particular, a member of boy band called K-OTIC is Korean, namely Park Jong Bae. 

There are so many songs composing of the Korean and Thai lyrics (Ilovekamikaze,n.d.).   IN 

addition, some discussion forum on internet criticized that Kamikaze imitated the Korean artists 

style (Sanook webboard, 2009).  

For the TV series, Mr. Mario who is Thai young actor had a chance to play the main role of Thai 

– Korean drama “Autumn Destiny” which was broadcasted in Modern nine TV (Thai TV 

Channel). The main location of this series were in Korea and also had many Korean actors 

playing in Autumn Destiny who were Ryan, Eli and Kibum as supporting actors ( Thai Town 

USA News, n.d.).  This drama was produced in order to strong relationship between Thailand 

and Korea (Baan series, 2009). 

After the perception of Korean wave in Thailand, Ms. Julalak consulted with her mother if she 

could contact any clothes shop and build relationship them in order to find her way in this 
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fashion business. Ms. Julalak started her business by buying and reselling Korean fashion clothes 

at Jatujak market (JJ market). Subsequently, she built up her own brand “I-DESIRE” follow 

Korean fashion. Her brand became famous swiftly so she expanded her shop to other places, 

such as Platinum fashion mall and Major Cineplex market, in order to increasing her sales 

revenue.  

In Thailand market, almost of clothes shops took an interest to Korean trend because Thai 

consumers have good attitude toward Korean trends and products (In trend shop, 2010). So many 

shops had to adapt themselves by catching up Korean series and artists and then applying or 

copying the design of clothes to their own products. The Sales volumes would increase if the 

sellers decorated and showed Korean stars‟ pictures or the photo of Thai starts wearing clothes 

with Korean fashion to identify that the outfits were very popular in Korea and in Thailand 

consequently. 

As clothes is something about fashion and trend so Ms. Julalak had to be active and response to 

her customer preferences all the time. She accepted that when she had no ideas to create new 

styles, she often adapted the old model with Korean trends such as matching the old model with 

new trend of color, sleeves, and collar. This helped her easier and faster to launch the products to 

the market and of course, bringing Korean trends always created profit to her business. 

Moreover, she could suggest her customers to mix and match Korean trend to their own designs.  

Her target market was not only the end users but also the resellers in both of Thailand and 

international market such as Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, Indonesia, and Philippines. 

Especially in Singapore, the trend was faster than Thailand, people also influenced by Korean 

trend as well. So if the Korean series was famous in Singapore, the customers (who are 

wholesalers) provided her the information of that TV series and their needs of styles and design. 

Thus, she would know the future trend in Thailand and become one of fashion leader clothes 

shops which sell trendy clothes in Thailand and other international markets. At first her 

consumers in Thailand did not buy the clothes from her shop even she told them that it was new 

trend and would be popular in the future, they waited until that Korean series broadcasted in 

Thailand but after they perceived that her shop was the leader of fashion leader clothes shops 

from Korean fashion, the consumers had changed their attitudes and awareness so they trust and 

keep updating the new trend with her shop. The disadvantage of the leader in market is the 

imitation from other shops but she believed that her own design and the high quality of materials 

lead to the repeat of purchasing and becomes loyal customers to her shop.  

Regarding her future perception toward Korean wave, she realized that Korean wave was a trend 

which could be fade out but she gain advantage from this trend and always active to response to 

new trend in the future. With her ability of bringing trend to mix and match with her own design, 

she believed that she could still survive in this business. To cope with her future plan, she had 

started to emerge technology by using e-commerce and information from internet to seek new 

market and update the fashion and trend in both domestic and international market.  
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4.2 Analysis 

Entrepreneurial Opportunities  

As Korean Wave is widely popular in Thailand, many people have more awareness on Korea 

culture and products through the media which are Korean series, music, and advertisement.  

This Korean wave in Thailand could generate the profits toward people who take it as 

opportunity to start or expand their business.  

Bulter (2004, p.50) implied the developed idea of recognition opportunity is that the cognition of 

emerging from changing conditions in technology, knowledge, economic while opportunity is 

something which they can profits and exploits and has not been existed before. Ms. Julalak had 

recognized the Korean wave since the Korean style affected in fashion and entertainment or 

media in Thailand. Seeing from the co- operation between Korean artists and Thai artists as 

presenters; Super Junior who is Korean boy band with Golf and Mike who Thai famous artists in 

the project of “Fino Fever Fest” which is the campaign of motorcycle branded “YAMAHA: Fino 

model” (Thai Yamaha Motor, n.d.). Moreover, Kamikaza project from RS Company Limited Mr. 

Park Jong Bae as a member of boy band called “K-OTIC” to attract Thai teenagers market. The 

style of music sounds look like Korean songs. They even put Korean as a part of lyrics in many 

Thai songs (Ilovekamikaze,n.d.).The big step of Thai entertainment toward Korean wave was the 

TV series which brought together the famous Thai stars; Mr. Mario Korean stars such as Ryan, 

Eli and Kibum (Thai Town USA News, n.d.) in a TV series named “Autumn Destiny”. 

Moreover, she had been in modeling business as she had been working as her part-time job, and 

this brought her experiences and knowledge. Therefore, Ms. Julalak had cognition all about 

Korean fever in Thailand and perceived it as a way to benefit her income if she could turn this 

situation into business.  

After her recognition of opportunity when everything about Korean is very popular in Thailand 

together with her knowledge in fashion business, she started her idea about Korean fashion 

clothes in Thailand.  In the perception of opportunity discover by Kirzner (1973), argued that the 

opportunity already existed and they need to be discovered rather than created. Ms. Julalak had 

discovered the opportunity when she searched out information and possibility to have her own 

clothes shop by consulting with her parents (personal communication, 28-4-2010). The 

exploitation of opportunity occurred when she started to be an entrepreneur as a clothes retailer 

by buying and reselling the fashion clothes at Jatujak market or JJ market (personal 

communication, 25-4-2010). The exploitation of opportunity is the acquiring and employing 

resources (Sarason et. al, 2006). Lachman viewed “the opportunity exploitation through 

continuous resource combination and recombination” (Chiles et al., 2007, p.486). In practical 

business, the opportunities had been exploited when this entrepreneur combined her resource 

which is knowledge in fashion and clothed business with the opportunity she had discovered 

through the effects of Korean wave in Thailand by the influences of Korean fashion and dress 
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style. Ms. Julalak also exploited her opportunities by catching up Korean fashion and trend from 

TV series and then applied or imitated the design to the products (personal communication, 25-4-

2010). She also accepted that she exploited Korean trend when she would like to create some 

new pattern but she did not have any new ideas. Thus, she adapted the existed model of clothes 

with the popular trend in that moment and created the new design with minor change of clothes 

but look modern and fashionable (personal communication, 28-4-2010). When her brand “I-

DESIRE” became famous, she had planned to increase sales revenue, so, Ms. Julalak exploited 

her resource to new opportunity by expanding the market to other two shopping areas in 

Bangkok which are Platinum fashion mall and Major Cineplex market. 

Due to the opportunity creation, Schumpeter (1934) viewed as the creation in innovative way as 

new combination and the changing of technology, political factors, law and regulation, economic 

factors, and social fad caused the recombination of resources. In the study of opportunity 

creation by Lachman, it is important to “think outside the box” through combination and 

imagination (Chiles et al., 2007). As entrepreneurs do not know the future, it is necessary to be 

creative and imaginative while the individuals‟ experiences and knowledge are considered as one 

of tools to create imagination (Chiles et al., 2007). In order to be recognized by the customers, 

Ms. Julalak created her own brand named “I-DESIRE” (personal communication, 25-4-2010) 

that perceived as opportunity creation. As she built up her brand, she could gain brand awareness 

from customers and increase in sales revenue, so she expanded her market to other Bangkok 

areas.  

Apart from the end users, Ms. Julalak also had retailer and resellers in both domestic and abroad 

which helped her create opportunity as one of the fashion leader clothes shop in Thai market 

because her main foreign customers are from Singapore. Even Singapore is neighbor country 

with Thailand, the fashion and trends were faster than Thailand owing to the Korean wave in 

Singapore is stronger. Thus, people consumed Korean movies or series or music more up-to-date 

than Thailand. The order from Singaporeans is more fashionable (personal communication, 25-4-

2010) When she produced for Singapore market, she would sell those designs to Thai market as 

well. Therefore, the up-to-date trend of international customers brought her opportunity creation 

in selling and growing in Thai market. 

To think outside the box, Ms. Julalak did not only sell products in her shop but also started to 

utilize technology by seeking information and update trend and fashion on the internet and create 

new way to attract customers by using e-commerce (personal communication, 28-4-2010 ). 

Drucker (1985) described innovation that can be practiced through the analysis of change in 

environment and change also grants the opportunity of innovation and creativity in economic 

return. Ms. Julalak attracted the customers to buy her products by decorating her shop with the 

photo of Korean or Thai stars who wore the same design of her products to certify that this style 

was really popular in Korea and Thai (personal communication, 25-4-2010). It was identified as 

change in perception, mood, and meaning of opportunity innovation which means that people 
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perceived same things in different perspectives such as culture and fashion (Burns, 2005; 

Drucker, 2007). With different perspectives, she believed that showing stars‟ picture is one of 

communication method that could motivate the sales through opportunity innovation.  

 

Resource based view 

Resource Based view or RBV could take as a competitive advantage of the firms in international 

market (Liesch & Knight, 1999). Barney, Wright & Ketchen (2001) defined the resources and 

capabilities that it could be tangible or intangible assets of the organization, including knowledge 

and unique skills of the employees. The fashion knowledge, market and trend knowledge, and 

the ability of Ms. Julalak is identified as the resources of her business because she had 

experiences in part-time model and she interested in fashion clothes (personal communication, 

25-4-2010). She exploited her knowledge and skill to design and adapt Korean fashion to her 

products and create her own brand “I-DESIRE” to compete in both domestic and international 

market (personal communication, 25-4-2010). Entrepreneurs have capability to find specific 

resources and opportunities to exploit these resources which make different way of various 

products (Alvarez & Busenitz, 2001). As clothes is about fashion and trend so Ms. Julalak as the 

entrepreneur, had to find new design of products with high quality to satisfy the customers. For 

the time being, the products she served to Singapore market became one of fashion leader clothes 

shop in Thailand market (personal communication, 25-4-2010). It is the advantage of first mover 

which is also the important resource of the business. Moreover, Ms. Julalak had brought internet 

and e-commerce (personal communication, 28-4-2010) as one of her tools to active and response 

to market and trend in both domestic and international market. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Case 2: Eyescontact by Ms. Arpawee – Big eyes contacts lens 

www.eyescontact.com is created by Ms. Arpawee who perceived and interested in Korean trend 

from Korean entertainment. The core product of her business is big eye contact lens which 

imported from Korea. Why did she start her business in big eye contact lens industry? And how 

did she convince the customers in Thai market? All information about her business will be told in 

this chapter. The chapter is divided into 2 parts which are empirical finding and analysis. 

 

5.1 Empirical finding 

Ms. Arpawee, the owner of Eyes contact shop which is e-commerce system via 

www.eyescontact.com. Her shop offers various kinds of contact lens including Big eyes contact 

lens from Korea (G&G lens, Vassen lens, and GEO) (Eyescontact,n.d.). Big eyes is the new 

trend of contact lens, making eyes bigger and looking sweet without surgery which is popular 

among Korean teenagers (Manager online, n.d.).  

Ms. Arpawee who is young generation said that she perceives Korean trend of “big eyes contact 

lens” from Korean series which on air in Thailand such as “Boys Before Flowers”, “Coffee 

Prince”, and “Love story in Harvard” because some actresses wear big eyes contact lens which 

makes their eyes look very beautiful. Moreover, some Korean artists (girl bands and boy bands); 

Girl Generation, Paran, Wonder girl, Super Junior, ,TVXQ (Tohoshinki) and etc. are the popular 

Korean band that GMM 
3
import and distribute in Thailand with cooperation of JYP 

entertainment and SM entertainment from Korea (GMM International, 2008). Ms. Arpawee 

states these artists become popular in Thailand with the big eyes trend which shows that not only 

girls but also guys can wear big eyes and at that time the big eyes was rarely sold in Thai market. 

Ms. Arpawee tells us that since her family business is optical shop in Thailand , she has the 

knowledge about optical and know how to contact big eyes‟ suppliers from Korea; consequently, 

she sees a chance to earn money in Thai market. As e-commerce (electronic commerce) is, 

buying and selling products or service via electronic system such as internet, it is the easy way to 

do the transaction, spend less time , convenience for the buyer and seller, no need to go outside 

and meeting (Thai all, 2008). In the same way, she thinks that it is the way helping her to access 

foreign customers; therefore, she selected e- commerce and create her own website for selling 

big eyes contact lens.  

                                                           
3
 GMM Grammy Public Company Limited is the Thai organization providing all entertainment business such as 

radio, music, film, concert, education, movie and etc (GMM Grammy, 2008). 

http://www.eyescontact.com/
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She says that the prominent point of her business is that she has built good relationship with 

Korean suppliers so she can order and ask for customized products to suit with Thai market. As 

contact lens is classified as special product to the eyes, the high quality and standard of brand 

and products is the most important thing that the seller should not ignore. In other word, contact 

lens has many the prescriptions that show the detail of them. The main contact lens detail 

consists of BC (Base Curve), Dia (Diameter), breathability (available oxygen to the eyes) and 

percentages of water (AC Lens, n.d.).   

Ms Arpawee tells that beyond the design and effect of big eye contact lens, the customers also 

pay attention to the water content which represents the amount of oxygen that can flow through 

the eyes. The higher percentage of water content, the comfortable of consuming big eye contact 

lens. Ms. Arpawee claims that her products offer higher wettability (percentage of water) with 

high quality of materials comparing with other competitors. Her new products produced by 

Vassen  company from Korea, she contacted this supplier and made  her own contact lens label 

and also request for the highest percentage of water. Normally, Vassen offers water content 38 

~45% (Vassen,n.d.). However, the other contact lens shops would order 42% as original water 

content of lens with the same of usage period as 1 year. (Kate shop, 2010; Kim Shopz, 2010).    

Due to the Korean trend is spread out widely in Thailand; many sellers import contact lens from 

Korea to Thai market, said Ms. Arpawee. The majority of her customers are teenagers and office 

ladies who are fashioners so price is sensitive condition for them.  It affects to lower price and 

promotion to the customers to gain large sales volume. According to price competition, the 

sellers have to sell lower quality of contact lens as well. Ms. Arpawee is still standing on high 

quality of products had lost some market share in teenagers segment but still gain reputation 

from office ladies who have more purchasing power to support this fashion product. She accepts 

that Korean fever in Thailand affects customers perception to make up and dress like Korean 

people in Korean series and music entertainment. 

Other than the price competition, running business online which is new channel (e- commerce) 

to Thai people is difficult as well. She has to position herself to be trustworthy and reliable. 

Many customers are afraid of swindle, so she has to assure her customers to trust on her business 

and products. It takes time to gain reputation from customers, she also advises the customers 

regarding the direction of using contact lens and takes all responsibility if there are mistakes 

occurred such as misunderstood of order, late delivery, detect of damage products.  However, she 

said that an advantage of selling contact leans via e-commerce help her access to the 

international business environment too. 

There is some news from the ophthalmologists claiming that big eyes contact lens is harmful for 

our eyes and have a chance to blind. It is the dangerous fashion for the teenagers who follow the 

Korean artists as their model without consideration because using contact lens need to 

understand the process of lens wearing and care instructions as well as consulting with 

ophthalmologist. Thus Thai teenagers should consider the safety first for their eyes (Khaosod 
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News, 2008). Some Thai stars wearing big eyes contact lens said that she has wear for 1 year; it 

makes her change styles when she models the dress or went to events. Another view is, she knew 

that big eyes can lead to be blind; as a result, she selected the good quality for wearing when she 

worked (Khaosod News, 2008).    

However, Ms. Arpawee still guarantees that her products are high quality because some vendors 

sell this product with lacking of knowledge and view big eyes as fashion products. She says that 

big eye contact lens is common with normal contact lens so the users have to take care and keep 

clean with this sensitive area. She brings up high quality and customization of her contact lens as 

the outstanding point in order to sell and compete in Thai market. 

She understood that big eye contact lens is fashion from Korean trend and the trend can change 

over time. In the future, there could be only half of contact lens sellers at this moment who can 

survive from price competition and trend changes. Anyway, she still has confident that even the 

trend is changed, people still consume big eye contact lens not to follow their favorite stars but 

for their good looking. In other word, she considers this fashion contact lens as cosmetic which 

still exists in the market at least for next five to six years. 

 

5.2 Analysis 

Entrepreneurial Opportunities  

As a result of several Korean series broadcasting in Thailand such as “Boys Before Flowers”, 

“Coffee Prince”, and “Love story in Harvard”, Ms. Arpawee perceived Korean trend of big eyes 

contact lens which many actresses wearing (Personal communication, 27-4-2010). Besides, 

Korean boy bands and girl bands that became popular in Thailand also wearing big eyes with the 

aim of making their eyes look fascinating (Manager online, n.d.). Consequent on the booming of 

Korean entertainment in Thailand, she recognized that it is the opportunities for setting up her 

own business. Furthermore, at that time there was low competition because big eyes were hardly 

seen in Thai market (Personal communication, 5-5-2010). Many Thai teenagers, who were the 

fan of Korean series and artistes, wanted to follow their idols by wearing big eyes (Khaosod 

News, 2008). Thus, the demand was more than supply for this product. The experiences and 

learning affects on the opportunities recognition and the unfulfilled needs of market place can 

identify the opportunity recognition (Herron & Sapienza, 1992; Matlin & Foley, 1997). To be 

more precise, Ms. Arpawee recognized her opportunity from the actresses wearing big eyes in 

Korean series as well as the Korean artists who are fashionable including the gap between 

numbers of sellers and buyers. In the same way, this is also the sources of opportunity innovation 

because we can see the change in perception of Thai people toward culture and fashion (Burns, 

2005; Drucker, 2007). A good example of this is, Korean culture spreading out in Thailand and 

big eyes is also one of Korean fashion so Ms. Arpawee realized this Korean wave as her 

opportunity. 
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 When she recognized opportunity from Korean fever in Thailand, then she thought about her 

family business which operated optical shop at first (Personal communication, 27-4-2010). 

Hence she has already had knowledge about optical and know the process to contact with the 

Korean suppliers. We analyze that   it is the way which she discovered entrepreneurial 

opportunity since Kirzer (1973) stated that opportunities already existed and need to be 

discovered with access to existing information (Chiles et al.,2007). E- Commerce was selected as 

her decision in order to selling contact lenses because it eased for getting access to international 

market (Personal communication, 10-5-2010). Put simply, she can contact and sell her contact 

lens wherever the customers are; accordingly, e-commerce is considered as another opportunity 

that she discovered.  

After Ms. Apawee had recognized and discovered opportunities, she decided to exploit them by 

setting up her own business. This was owing to the opportunity exploitation involves with 

acquiring and employing resources which referred to material and human in main activity 

(Sarason et al, 2006).  First, she made contact with Korean suppliers such as Vessen and G&G 

contact lens. Then she created her website for showing and selling her products which are several 

kinds of contact lens as well as big eyes from Korea ( Eyescontact, n.d.). Since she sold her 

products through e-commerce, it does not need to hire employees.  

She run her business for a while as an entrepreneur, then she realized that building good 

relationship with the Korean suppliers can help her order and request for customized products 

with the intention of responding to customer‟s preference (Personal communication, 27-4-

2010).This can imply that for the purpose of satisfying customer needs, she also created 

opportunity by developing good relationship as Schumpeter (1934) stated that opportunities can 

be created in innovative way as new combination. Moreover this combination also includes 

products, markets, supply sources (Chiles et al., 2007). This is also the way which she expressed 

her imagination to create her opportunity from her past experiences and knowledge since 

Lachmann (1986) cited that creation of opportunities through imagination is importance in the 

cause of letting people think outside the box. Then, she exploited this opportunity as her purpose 

from creating. To be more precise, she can ask for make to order and having her own contact 

lens‟ label (Personal communication, 27-4-2010). 

Operating business through internet or called as e-commerce is one of opportunity innovation of 

Ms. Arpawee‟s business according to the change in industry and market by technology and 

external factors can create opportunities for the firms (Burns, 2005; Drucker, 2007). The 

customers did not have to go the shop in order to consume the products but they could shop 

online through her website; www.eyscontact.com (Eyescontact, n.d.) which would be easier and 

faster than the past. 

 

 

http://www.eyscontact.com/
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Resource based view (RBV)  

Since Ms. Arpawee‟s family business is optical shop, she had an ability to create her own 

business selling big eyes. And RBV are both tangible and intangible assets, including unique 

skills and knowledge (Barney et al., 2001). By this we considered that she had knowledge and 

unique skills about optical and input logistics as her RBV because many big eyes‟ shop owners   

lack of skill and knowledge of products. They have just followed the Korean trend and sold big 

eyes as fashion items regardless of the safety of customers and so there were some news about 

danger of wearing big eyes (Khaosod News, 2008). Since using contact lens is necessary to 

know the way to wearing and care instruction and Thai people who is the most easily affects 

from Korean fever were the teenagers, some of them  did not has any judgment when perceived 

the medias (Khaosod News, 2008). Ms. Arpawee still maintained the quality of her products by 

selected the premium characteristic from Korean suppliers (Personal communication, 27-4-

2010). A good example of this is the wettability of her big eyes was water content 45% while the 

other shops offered only 38%~42% of water. The obviously difference of Ms. Arpawee from 

other competitors is higher price of her products although the usage period is the same as 1 years. 

It was because she focused on the high quality of product and informs the true product‟s detail so 

she could not decrease the price. This is another distinctive point of this entrepreneur because her 

products are rare by the quality of its (Barney, 1991). A lot of rivals concern about the price 

rather than the quality and the majority of customers are teenagers and office ladies so price is 

sensitive condition for them (Personal communication, 10-5-2010). Ms. Arpawee lost some 

market share of teenagers but remain gain reputation of office ladies as she is still standing with 

the premium products. Besides, some Thai actress selected high quality of big eyes contact lens 

in order to avoid the problem of it (Khaosod News, 2008).  

Not only the high quality of big eyes but she has also taken responsibility of her products after 

selling if there were any problems as well as giving the advice for using contact lens. The 

differentiated output and unique skills are the outstanding points as her RBV which help her to 

outmatch the rivals (Barney, 2001).  
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CHAPTER 6 

Case 3: Cha-Da Hotel group by Mr. Noppawin Rodrin 

Mr. Noppawin Rodrin, the director of Cha-Da group which operates a Cha-Da hotel in Bangkok 

and other three of Cha-Da hotels in Krabi – a province in Southern Thailand. The booming of 

Korean wave in Thailand effects the outbound travelling to Korea. Interestingly, he has turned 

this situation into a benefit for the Cha-Da Hotel Group. What he has done responding to the 

Korean wave is an interesting topic for the interview. The chapter is divided into empirical 

finding and analysis part. 

 

6.1 Empirical finding 

There are 4 hotels in Cha-Da hotel group which are Bangkok Cha-Da hotel, Cha-Da beach resort 

& Spa at Koh Lanta, Krabi Cha-Da ,  and Krabi Thai village Resort (Cha-Da Hotel group,2008).  

Mr. Noppawin who is Director of Cha-Da Hotel group stated that after Korean fever had become 

popular in Thailand, many people had more awareness toward Korean food and culture, Korean 

people, and Korean products. It had affected in outbound tourism from Thailand to Korea 

because Thai people would like to visit the places appearing in Korean series and would like to 

see their favorite stars. Afterward, Thai market has potential demand to travel to Korea; travel 

agencies have contacted airlines which fly between Korea and Thailand. He said that there were 

three airlines which dominated this market which were Asiana Airline (Korea), Korean Airline 

(Korea), and Thai Airways (Thailand).  

However, Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) welcomed another new Korean‟s low cost 

airline which is Jin Air, opening new route from Seoul (Incheon airport) to Bangkok 

Suvarnabhumi International Airport, the first flight was on December 21, 2009 (The official 

website for Tourism in Thailand, 2009).  Mrs. Juthaporn Rerngronasa, Deputy Governor for 

International Marketing of TAT said that TAT was very pleased that Jin Air had chosen 

Bangkok as new destination. TAT supported the first flight to Bangkok of Jin Air in order to 

build good image of Thailand and welcome Korean tourists to Thailand. Korean visitors had 

significantly risen from 203,000 to 1,101,525 persons between 1998 and 2006, and then there 

was a drop in the number due to spreading H1N1 flu, the financial crisis, and the closure of 

Suvarnabhumi Airport in November, 2008 (The official website for Tourism in Thailand, 2009).  

However, the current situation is getting better and Bangkok is one of three new destinations of 

Jin Air, so TAT will assist Jin Air to increase passengers load from Korea to Thailand (Citrinot, 

2010). 

 Mr Noppawin explained that when flights to Korea are fulfilled by travelers, the airlines have 

contacted with TAT to launch a campaign in order to fill the vacant seats for the return flights to 
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Thailand. By the corporation with two countries, TAT has launched a campaign by selecting Mr. 

Nichkhun Horvejkul as presenter. Mr. Nichkhun is the first Thai people who had a chance in 

Korean music entertainment as member of Korean boy band named “2PM” (Pravattiyagul, 

2009). In 2006, he has signed the contract with the JYP entertainment which is the Korean 

leading entertainment company, producing the successful artists and music (JYP 

entertainment,n.d.) . Now that Nichkhun has been popular with the effect of Korean Wave, the 

Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) attracted youth Korean tourists by selecting him as 

presenter to promote Thailand (Saengmanee, 2009).  TAT introduced a new campaign with 

intention to increase the South Korean tourists especially in adolescents who is the same age as 

Nichkhun and working people for travelling to Thailand. The title of this campaign is “Come to 

Thailand, Let‟s Take A Break” (The official website for Tourism in Thailand, 2009).  After 

Thailand facing the economic problem because of type-A flu as well as politic crisis, Weerasak 

Kowsurat, Chairman of TAT‟s Board of Directors, realized that Thailand‟s tourism needs to 

active in promoting the country (The official website for Tourism in Thailand, 2009). The TV 

advertisement showed the life style of Nichkun on holiday such as eating fresh seafood and 

driving along beautiful beach (Saengmanee, 2009).   Due to the fact that he has built a reputation 

as member of Korean boy band, he is the best choice for attracting right target group with the 

view of exporting Thai culture (The official website for Tourism in Thailand, 2009). 

Furthermore, the website www.Nichkhunbreak.com is created for providing more information 

about Thailand and Nichkhun‟s Korean fans, who win the lucky draw, will have a chance for 

travelling with him (Saengmanee, 2009). Turning back in 2006 , TAT welcomed the 1,000,000th 

Korean tourists which was the target amount in that years. TAT office in Soul cooperated with 

online media named Duem, the popular website in Korean, in term of joint market in order to 

stimulating the number of Korean tourists (Tourism Authority of Thailand, 2006).  

Regarding Cha- Da hotel management, Mr. Noppawin said that he had hired a Korean staff to 

contact travel agency in Korea. Moreover, the management team of hotel visits Korea twice a 

year in order to have sales call and introduce Chada hotel to Korea travel agency. Fam trip is 

another way for marketing Chada hotel to Korean market. Familiarization trip is the corporation 

between Tourism Authority of Thailand Korean Organization which offers the Korean travel 

agencies to visit Thailand and stay at hotels in the campaign which offer lower price to them. In 

this case, there will have relationship and connection between hotels in Thailand and Korea 

travel agencies. He also claimed that the good relationship with Korean travel agencies was 

significantly important in tourism business. Besides, he said that there was emergence of many 

Korean travel agents in Thailand as the consequence of increasing Korean tourists such as Hanna 

tour, Yohan tour, Lotte tour. Lee neo Korea Co.,Ltd.  is also the travel agents which located in 

central Bangkok area (Bangkok Companies, n.d.). 

Mr. Noppawin told that at first, the hotel had to contact Korean travel agencies and ask about 

customer preferences of Korean people to satisfy their needs. 80% of Korean travelers are 

couples who prefer Thailand as a honeymoon place while 20% is family purpose. Korean tourists 

http://www.nichkhunbreak.com/
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would like to come to Thailand with the aim of honey moon, taking rest, playing golf, health & 

spa and some prefer to stay long period(The Government Public Relations Department, 2007).   

Mr. Noppawin stated that in Korea, wedding season is between May to July which considered as 

low season in Thailand so the hotel operators can dump the price to attract them together with 

value added to the package. For Chada hotel, normally offers 4 days3 nights package with pool 

villa and more activities in the package such as spa or yoga to differentiate it from other hotels. 

Cha-Da beach resort & Spa at Koh Lanta offers Diamond Villas (Pool villas) with private pool in 

villas as well as providing Spa and the Western & Thai wedding packages. Leisure and activities 

such as scuba diving, snorkeling, and kayak are offered which tourists can touch the natural 

beautiful scenery of Southern Andaman Sea (Cha-Da Beach Resort & Spa,n.d.).  Honeymoon 

Paradise 4 days 3 nights trip for the couple was provided at Krabi Thai village resort, the hotel 

will help to set up the romantic moment. ( Krabi Thai Village Resort, n.d.).  

From his perception, Korean wave has affected Thailand tourism for a period but not long lasting 

as the trend will be drop down and the economic situation in Korea is not quite good at this 

moment. He tries to seek for new targets all over the world, not just wait for trend from any 

countries. Meanwhile, he also concerns the specific and potential markets because each country 

has different preferences of customers, the traveling periods are different so the hotel has to 

balance the transaction by attracting people from many countries as much as possible. 

 

6.2 Analysis 

Entrepreneurial Opportunities  

After the Korean wave had become successful in Thailand, many people had more awareness 

about Korean culture and products, especially in Korean tourism industry, Thai tourists increased 

rapidly because they would like to visit the location in Korean series including buying Korean 

products and eating Korean food; therefore, flights from Thailand to Korea were full load 

passengers (Personal communication, 26-4-2010). For that reason, the return flight needed to fill 

the vacant seats. There were the three dominant airlines which operate the fight between Korean 

and Thailand : Asiana Airline  ( Korea), Korean air (Korea), and Thai Airways (Thailand). After 

that Jin air , the Korean low cost airline opened the new route from Seoul to Bangkok with the 

aim of  responding the customers‟ demand (The official website for Tourism in Thailand, 2009). 

Then these airlines cooperated with TAT in order to raising the number of Korean tourists in 

Thailand (Personal communication, 26-4-2010). TAT has lunched the new campaign “ Come to 

Thailand, Let‟s Take A Break” by choosing Mr. Nichkhun Korvejkul as presenter to promote 

Thailand because he is Thai and being the member of popular Korean boy bands (2PM) 

(Saengmanee, 2009). Besides,  he can attract South Korean tourists particularly in teenagers and 

working people for travelling to Thailand after Thailand suffered from the economic problem 

and type-A flu (The official website for Tourism in Thailand, 2009). The TV advertisement 
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showed Nichkun‟s life style on holiday at beautiful seaside in Thailand such as eating the fresh 

seafood , and driving along beach(Saengmanee, 2009). Also, TAT built the website 

www.Nichkhunbreak.com for providing more information about Thailand. The lucky draw was 

created for Korean people and the winner will have a chance to travel in Thailand with him 

(Saengmanee, 2009). However TAT always did joint marketing with Korean media such as the 

popular website in Korea and celebrated the no. 1,000,000 th   Korean tourist in 2006 which is 

the target amount of TAT (Tourism Authority of Thailand, 2006). According to Jin air has 

chosen Thailand as new destination, TAT welcomed the first flight to Bangkok in order to build 

the good image and promote Thailand tourisms. The other campaign offering by TAT is 

Farmiliarization trip with the cooperation of Korean organization in order to providing the 

Korean agencies visiting Thailand and stay at the hotels joining in this program. 

 All this result in the Hotel industry , Mr. Noppawin, the director of Cha-Da group who operates 

a Cha-Da hotel in Bangkok and other three of Cha-Da hotels in Krabi – a province in Southern 

Thailand, recognized this opportunities due to the booming of Korean fever in Thailand. When 

there was a significant growth in visits of Korean tourists, it can affect on a higher number of 

booking hotel rooms. As the opportunities were recognized from changing in knowledge, 

economic and social condition, Mr. Noppawin realized that this can be his entrepreneurial 

opportunities (Malin & Foley,1997). Likewise, it also can be viewed as opportunity innovation 

existing outside a firm. It was because Korean wave in Thailand represented the different 

perception toward culture and trend. Also, the change in number of Korean tourists visiting 

Thailand can be considered as demographic changes (Burn, 2005; Drucker, 2007).  

In Schumpeterian view, opportunities can be created as new combination because of changing in 

social fad (Schumpeter, 1934). Thus, we found that opportunities were created by Mr. 

Noppawin. Due to the fact that he would like to gain Korean tourist market share, he has hired a 

Korean staff to contact travel agency in Korea and visiting Korea twice a year with the object of  

having sales call , introducing his hotels as well as building the good relationship with Korean 

travel agencies (Personal communication, 30-4-2010). We think that he created his own 

opportunity on the ground of recognition opportunities from Korean wave phenomenon. 

Furthermore, he has participated in familiarization trip program of TAT, this is a good example 

of opportunity exploitation because of involving in main activity as an entrepreneur ( Sarason et 

al., 2006). Put simply, if he only recognized the opportunity but did not exploit, it would be no 

benefit for entrepreneurship.   

As he had good connection with Korean agencies, he can know the Korean preferences toward 

Thailand. To be more precise, 80 % of Korean tourist selected Thailand as a Honey moon place 

and the other 20% for family purpose (Personal communication, 11-5-2010). The visitors from 

Korea, traveled to Thailand because of health & spa, and taking rest with the beautiful scenes in 

Thailand (The Government Public Relations Department, 2007). Mr. Noppawin decided to offer 

honey moon package, pool villa, wedding packages (Thai and western styles), and spa in order to 

satisfying the Korean tourists (Personal communication, 26-4-2010). We believe that he has 

http://www.nichkhunbreak.com/
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showed the way of exploiting the opportunities by providing the activities and package which 

suit for market needs as this process concerned with acquiring and employing resources (Sarason 

et al., 2006). 

As a result of Korean visitors increasing in Thailand, there were many Korean travel agencies 

opening their branch in Thailand such as Hanna tour, Yohan tour, Lotte tour (Personal 

communication, 30-4-2010). Kirnerian view, discovering opportunities needs only access to 

existing information (Kirzer, 1973). Therefore, we believed that Mr. Noppawin discovered 

opportunities by finding the information of Korean agents in Thailand and exploiting 

opportunities by keeping in touch and build relationship with them.   

 

Resource based view  

Resource based view or RBV is in exploitation of opportunity involved the acquiring and employ 

having resources (Peng, 2001, p.815). The resources and capabilities could be tangible or 

intangible of the firm (Barney, Wright & Ketchen, 2001).  

The entrepreneur- Mr. Noppawin Rodrin operated his hotels in Cha- Da group which are 

Bangkok Cha-Da hotel, Cha-Da beach resort & Spa at Koh Lanta, Krabi Cha-Da ,  and Krabi 

Thai village Resort (Cha-Da Hotel group,2008). These four hotels were considered as the 

distinctive tangible resources of Cha- Da hotel group which took advantages from location to 

attract the tourists. Cha- a hotel is located in Bangkok, the capital of Thailand. While other three 

hotels; Cha-Da beach resort & Spa at Koh Lanta, Krabi Cha-Da ,  and Krabi Thai village Resort 

are located at Krabi province which is in the South of Thailand which is famous as travelling and 

honeymoon place. Cha- Da hotel group had exploited the resources of the hotels in order to 

acquire competitive advantage by offering the 4 days 3 nights honeymoon package to couples 

and add more activities to the package such as spa or yoga to differentiate it from other hotels 

(Personal communication, 26-4-2010). Cha-Da beach resort & Spa at Koh Lanta offers Diamond 

Villas (Pool villas) with private pool in villas as well as providing Spa and the Western & Thai 

wedding packages. Leisure and activities such as scuba diving, snorkeling, and kayak are offered 

which tourists can touch the natural beautiful scenery of Southern Andaman Sea (Cha-Da Beach 

Resort & Spa,n.d.).  Honeymoon Paradise 4 days 3 nights trip for the couple was provided at 

Krabi Thai village resort, the hotel will help to set up the romantic moment. (Krabi Thai Village 

Resort, n.d).  

The cooperation between TAT in “Come to Thailand, Let‟s Take A Break” by using Mr. 

Nichkhun as presenter to attract Korean people travelling to Thailand had shown the scenery of 

beaches and Thai culture (The official website for Tourism in Thailand, 2009). Thus, it matched 

with the resources of Cha- Da hotel group which located in Krabi where the location advantage 

for travelling to the beaches and sea. 
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Furthermore, RBV is also in the entrepreneurial process of cognition, discovery, understanding 

opportunities, and coordinated knowledge that inputs convert to various outputs and important to 

indicate the new changes of the specific discoveries (Alvarez and Busenitz, 2001). Thus, RBV 

could be found in any process of entrepreneurial opportunity. In accordance with the importance 

of good relationship between Cha- Da hotel group and Korean travel agencies in both Thailand 

and Korea, it affected the numbers of reservation of hotel room and packages directly. Mr. 

Noppawin claimed that the management team had to support and strengthen relationship with 

travel agencies in order to be one of the first choices to Korean travel agencies when they 

suggest or advice Korean tourists on hotel or travel package booking (Personal communication, 

30-4-2010). 

The intangible resources of Cha- Da group are market knowledge and customer preferences 

knowledge which 80% of Korean tourists are couples who prefer Thailand as a honeymoon 

destination while 20% is family purpose. Moreover, Korean tourists would like to come to 

Thailand with the aim of honey moon, taking rest, playing golf, health & spa (Personal 

communication, 11-5-2010). With the information and knowledge of employees toward the 

customers‟ preferences, it was the resources which helped Cha- Da group served and satisfied 

the customers‟ needs.  
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusion and Recommendation 

In conclusion, we understand more on the question we asked: In the context of South Korean 

wave, how do the entrepreneurs in Thailand recognize, create, discovery and exploit the 

opportunity to their businesses? The answer we get also give an insight about the entrepreneurs‟ 

behaviors that always bind their selves to opportunities. 

 

7.1 Across the cases  

The purpose of this study is to understand which ways that entrepreneurs in Thailand perceived 

the opportunities because opportunities can be recognized, discovered, and created as well as 

exploited as a result of entrepreneurs having their opportunities toward the Korean wave 

phenomenon.  Our cases focused on both of existing business and the emergence of new business 

which were the effect of the Korean wave in Thailand. We also developed the summary table for 

those 3 cases. 

Table 4: Recognition, discovery, creation, and exploitation of opportunities for 3 cases 

Cases / Opportunity Recognition Discovery Creation 

Case 1: I-Desire 

- The Korean wave affects 

on Thai entertainment and 

fashion. 

- Her experiences as model 

and knowledge in fashion 

(RBV). 

- Search information and 

the possibility to own 

clothes shop. 

- Brand named “I-DESIRE” 

Exploitation ---- 

- To be clothes retailer 

following the Korean trend 

(RBV) 

- Brand awareness 

- International market 

Case 2 : Eyescontact.com 

- The Korean entertainment 

in Thailand 

-Low competitors 

- Her family business 

operates optical shop 

(RBV: knowledge) 

- S-commerce 

- Building good relationship 

with Korean suppliers 

Exploitation ---- 

- Set up her own business 

(RBV) 

- International market (e-

commerce) 

- Good quality of products 

as her RBV 

- Request for customized 

products and her own  label 

Case 3: Cha-Da Hotel 

group 

- Growth in visits of the 

Korean tourists supporting 

by TAT 

- Location of his hotels 

(RBV) 

- Find information about 

Korean agencies in 

Thailand 

- Hiring Korean staffs 

- Contact Korean travel 

agency and visits Korea 

twice a year 

Exploitation 

- Participated in 

familiarization trip program 

of TAT 

- Keep in touch with them - Providing the activities 

and package which suit for 

Korean market needs (RBV) 
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Our respondents who are entrepreneurs in fashion clothes, fashion contact lens, and hotel 

business in Thailand perceived the Korean wave through Korean entertainment such as Korean 

series, Korean music, and Korean movies. The popular of Korean entertainment created 

awareness of Korean fever in Thailand and affected on Thai entertainment which adapted the 

Korean trend to Thai media and products.   

Although the cognition of opportunity was from Korean wave, the opportunity creation and 

discovery were dependent on the resources that each entrepreneur acquired, result to exploitation 

of opportunity which also different since the entrepreneurs acquired different resources and had 

different perspectives on opportunities. 

Seeing that no matter how entrepreneurs perceived their opportunities (by recognition, creation, 

or discovery), the exploitation process is necessary to be done because it let the entrepreneurs 

achieve business goals. 

According to three respondents we had acquired information, we acknowledged the actions of 

each entrepreneur in each activity in order to run/ set up their business. We perceived that the 

opportunities had been exploited through recognition, discovery, and creation. The entrepreneurs 

may recognition, discovery, and creation in any stages of the business. However, those 

opportunities may or may not be exploited depends on the evaluation to their decision making. In 

other words, entrepreneurs can perceive opportunities more than one-way in order to 

exploitation. A good example of this is, Case 1 and Case 2, both of them have no exploitation of 

opportunities after they recognizing because they still need sometimes to discover other 

opportunities in order to set up their own business or exploit the opportunities. 

From the study, we found that the entrepreneurs always recognize, create, and discover new 

opportunities and then exploit at any point of time in a recursive manner. As a complement, the 

resource based view theory is an appropriate perspective to understand our study because we can 

link the theory to opportunity recognition, creation, discovery, and exploitation.  

 

7.2 Further Recommendation 

Beyond our study, we have some suggestions for further research.  To begin with, our research 

focused only on the effect of Korean Wave in Thailand. In contrast, the wave also spread out into 

East Asia and South East Asia (Choi, 2006). Then, it might not be applicable to other countries 

as the difference in culture, geographic, law and regulation. We suggest that the other countries 

which have been impacted from Korean wave should be studied. In the future we may 

understand or acknowledge on the context of each countries by the similar impact such as 

Korean wave. 
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In addition, we had 3 cases for studying which is not cover all business sectors influencing from 

Korean wave in Thailand. The suggestion for the further research is to study more businesses in 

Thailand to understand the nature of business and the adaptation of those particular businesses 

toward Korean wave in Thailand.  

The study of how entrepreneurs in Thailand recognize, create, discover and exploit the 

opportunities provides the case study of an entrepreneur who have already owned the business 

and some entrepreneurs who created their business through the Korean fever in Thailand.  

As we mentioned above, we perceive Korean wave as a trend so it would be possible if the 

researcher could find out the way to create distinctive advantage together with the way to be a 

sustainable organization.  

Finally, we believed that there are some ways which entrepreneurs would not exploit their 

opportunities after they had evaluated the advantages and disadvantages toward their businesses.  

Then, the opportunity evaluation would be the interested topic for further study, how 

entrepreneurs making decision to their opportunities and what factors can be involved in this 

process. 
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APPENDIX A - Country Comparison: GDP purchasing power parity 

Source: The World Factbook (2009).   
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APPENDIX B - Questions for interview 

 

 New business Existing business 

Motivation 
What is your motivation for choosing this kind of 

business? 

What is your motivation for choosing this kind 

of business? 

Korean 

wave 

Ask about perception toward Korean wave Ask about perception toward Korean wave 

How does Korean wave affect to your business? How does Korean wave affect to your business? 

How does Korean wave create opportunity for 

set up your business? 

How does Korean wave create opportunity for 

running business? 

How do you find opportunity from this 

phenomenon? ( recognition, discovery, creation) 

How do you find opportunity from this 

phenomenon? ( recognition, discovery, creation) 

How can you exploit the opportunity for setting 

up your business? 

How can you exploit the opportunity for running 

business? 

What are your obstacles for setting up / running 

business? 
What are your obstacles for running business? 

And how do you deal with them? And how do you deal with them? 

What can make you out match the rivals? (RBV) 

since you want to start business and entering into 

markets. 

What can make you out match the rivals? (RBV) 

What are your target customers? What are your target customers? 

How do you persuade customers? (By applying 

Korean wave) 

How do you persuade customers? (By applying 

Korean wave) 

Does Korean wave sustainable? Why? Does Korean wave sustainable? Why? 

If the Korean Wave decline, What will be your 

solution? 

If the Korean Wave decline, What will be your 

solution? 

Product 

Ask about the feedback of products 
Ask about the feedback of products (service )/ 

customers satisfaction 

How can you differentiate your products from 

others competitors? 

How can you differentiate your products from 

others competitors? 

Future 

Ask Opinion about trend of products? Ask Opinion about trend of products (service)? 

Any plans for the future? Any plans for the future? 
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From the table, the questions for interviews are; 

 First, we would like the respondents introduce themselves and talk about their business. 

 We classified respondents in two types: 1. New business   2. Existing business, because 

there are some new businesses creating from Korean wave while some existing 

businesses take opportunity for running business. 
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APPENDIX C 

Cha-Da Hotel group (www.chadahotel.com) 
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Big eyes contacts lens (www.eyescontact.com) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Korean girl group: Girl generation      Thai girl group: Seven days 

 

Korean boy band: Super Junior    Thai boy band: K-OTIC 
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